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TENNZ touring exhibition brief

Current status: available

Touring institution: Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery

Availability: 1 April 2021



Star Waka acknowledges past, present and future voyaging 
to and from Aotearoa in all directions, with the stars 
reflecting navigation patterns over time and space. Together, 
the waka and the stars symbolise the universe and the 
binding together of ira atua (the realm of the gods) and ira 
tangata (the realm of humans).

Star Waka is also the title of Robert Sullivan’s book 
of poetry, which engages with the imagination and 
encapsulates our vision to create a symbolic waka in a star-
studded universe. 
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Presented by Nga Turuturu o te Tara (Coromandel Weavers 
Collective) with Maureen Lander and Chris Charteris 
The project was first activated in Whitianga for Tuia 250 
commemorations in 2019, supported by the Ministry of 
Culture and Heritage’s Tuia 250 initiative, then developed as 
a gallery exhibition at Te Uru in late 2020. 

Star Waka invites visitors to make a special star to gift to 
this special exhibition and contribute to activating the space.
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All photos except p2 by Sam Hartnett. All depicting Star Waka in Te Uru’s Learning Centre Gallery



Touring information

Size:  
  Waka: 1m wide x 5m long 
  Feathered ihiihi trailing waka: 1m long
   
  Presented at Te Uru within 30 running meters 

Cost: 
  $1000 neg.  
  Plus artist fee + transport + install costs + activity  
  material costs + signage.

  Additional arrangements for travel and    
  accommodation with the artists, to be negotiated  
  directly.

Content: 
  1x waka
  1x instructional video file on how to create stars
  1x digital file for wall text
  1x digital file for activity instructions text
  Pre-made display stars

Freight:
  Waka
  2x cardboard boxes of pre-made display stars
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Touring information – continued

Merch:
  N/a
  
  But visitors could take home their stars, or collect  
  them at the end of the exhibition. 

Audience:
   Appeals to all audiences and ages
  Visitors interested in an activated exhibition
  Family friendly activity
  School groups
  Knitting and weaving 
  Craft audience
  Poetry and literature
  Maori stories and cosmology
  Sky gazing / astronomy / astrology 

Venue Requirements:
  1x TV monitor for demonstration video  
  Upkeep of activity materials (wool, popsicle sticks)
  Activity signage and furniture 
  Nylon string to suspend stars from ceiling

Notes:
  The exhibition could be hosted without the on-  
  going star making activity, in negotiation with the  
  artists.
  
  A poetry reading, and or drop-in workshop for   
  artists and the local community or the day’s visitors  
  could be organised.
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Exhibition feedback

“the shadows created by the hanging stars makes the room 
feel alive.”

“Out of all the exhibitions, enjoyed this the most and how the 
waka floats above the stars.”

“Really enjoyed this the most, was completely immersed in 
creating a star. Thought this was especially fun with friends, 
just having chats while immersed in the art.”

“Was quite magical, was cute seeing the children quietly 
doing their stars with total concentration.”

“So much fun, spent a good hour in here and will be back to 
make more stars.”

“So fun and colourful, my grandkids enjoyed it.”
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Te Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery

Kenny Willis
Exhibitions Manager
021 071 8161
kenny@teuru.org.nz
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